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Summary

A ground-based testing technique is under devel-

opment for the measurement of dynamic or time-

dependent ground effects which may be present

during aircraft approach and landing. The tech-

nique utilizes a model moving horizontally over an

upwardly inclined ground plane to simulate rate
of descent. This method contrasts with conven-

tional wind-tunnel ground-effects testing techniques

in which data are obtained at several fixed heights

above the ground and is much more representative
of actual flight conditions.

A relatively simple and comparatively inexpen-

sive method of simulating rate of descent involves the

use of the Langley Vortex Research Facility (VRF)
to move a model horizontally over a ground plane

consisting of an upwardly inclined ramp followed by
a horizontal segment. The motion of the model over

the ramp simulates an approach flight path angle,

and the combination of the forward speed of the

model and the ramp angle determines the simulated
rate of descent.

Results were obtained in the VRF for both a

generic 60 ° delta wing and an F-18 configuration,

with and without thrust reversing, at forward speeds

up to 100 ft/sec. The same models and support

hardware were also tested in the Langley 14- by

22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel at identical conditions (but

without rate of descent) with and without a moving-
belt ground plane to obtain data for comparison.
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mass flow rate, slugs/see

static pressure, psi

total pressure, psi

dynamic pressure, psf

wing area, ft 2

velocity, ft/sec
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angle of attack, deg
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Subscripts:

J

O0

jet

free stream

Abbreviations:

ips

LaRC

MAC

NPR

sps

VRF

inches per second

Langley Research Center

mean aerodynamic chord

nozzle pressure ratio, PT,j/Poo

samples per second

Vortex Research Facility

Introduction

As fighter/attack aircraft designers continue to
strive for increased aircraft performance and ap-

proach the limits of aerodynamic control, the tremen-

dous power of the engine may soon be exploited to

augment maneuverability through thrust vectoring.

Once developed, this technology will almost certainly

be used to improve takeoff and landing performance.

With some enhancement, this capability may be use-

ful in reducing the ground roll after landing by ex-
tending the vectored thrust technology into a thrust

reverser. This is the premise on which the current

investigation was performed. The objective was to

develop a better understanding of the effects of vec-

tored jets on the aerodynamics of aircraft in ground
effect. This concern was addressed in reference 1 in

the early stages of powered lift development. Mea-

surements were made of the effect of a ground plane



onthelift coefficientofpoweredandunpoweredmod-
elswith andwithoutamovinggroundbelt. Thetest
programattemptedto defineaguidetobeusedinde-
terminingwhenit wasnecessaryto performground
effectstestingovera movinggroundplane. It was
decidedthat, asa conservativeapproach,any test
conditionthat indicateda groundeffecton thelift
coefficientrequiredthemoving-beltgroundplanebe
usedto improvethe groundboundary-layermodel-
ing in thetest section.Theresultsaresummarized
in theverysimpleplot shownin figure1.In short,if
the testconditions are such that

(h/b)/Cr < 0.0 

a moving ground plane is required to simulate prop-

erly the ground boundary layer under an aircraft in

ground effect. Otherwise, it is sufficient merely to

remove the boundary layer at the leading edge of the
test section.

This work was performed with high aspect ratio

models, however, and may not be applicable when

testing configurations with low aspect ratio wings

and high wing loadings. This concern is illustrated in

figure 2, which shows the longitudinal aerodynamic
coefficients from a more recent ground effects study

on a low aspect ratio jet flap configuration (ref. 2).

The data are presented for the unpowered case; for a

case with only half-span blowing (which is represen-

tative of a high aspect ratio vectored nozzle); and for

a case in which the entire span of the flap was blown,

representing a distributed jet. The unpowered case

responds to the ground as would be expected in the

classical sense (i.e., increased lift, slight drag reduc-
tion, and nose-down pitching moment), whereas the

powered examples clearly begin to show ground ef-
fects at values of

(h/b)/C L >> 0.05

In fact, powered lift ground effects can be seen to

begin at values as high as

(h/b)/CL = 0.15

This supports the concern that the work reported

in reference 1 may not apply to the ground effects

testing of advanced fighter configurations.

Other ground effects testing (refs. 3 and 4) sug-

gests that there are certain transient elements associ-

ated with ground effects that are not properly mod-

eled in typical wind-tunnel-based ground effects test-

ing. In particular, conventional wind-tunnel ground

effects tests (i.e., time-averaged tests of a stationary
model at various ground heights) actually simulate

an aircraft flying near the ground at a particular alti-
tude rather than an aircraft descending through that

altitude as in an actual aircraft approach. Flight

test results of a Concorde aircraft (ref. 5) showed
that the ground effects measured during constant-

altitude, low-level flights agreed very well with those

predicted by wind-tunnel tests. On the other hand,

it was found that the ground effects measured in

the flight tests of the XB-70 aircraft (ref. 3) did not

match those predicted in the static wind-tunnel tests

of the configuration; the flight test results showed less

lift increase during approach than was predicted on
the basis of wind-tunnel testing. When rate of de-

scent was simulated in the testing, however, a much

better match with the flight test results was ob-

tained. This is illustrated in figure 3 and reported in
reference 4.

In the present investigation, the ground effects on
two models were measured with and without rate-

of-descent simulation. Figure 4 illustrates some of

the important differences between conventional static

ground effects test methods and the moving-model

method. Static test techniques involve setting a
model at a given height above the ground plane, al-

lowing the ftow field to reach a steady state, and mea-

suring the aerodynamic loads. The moving-model

technique, on the other hand, involves measuring the

aerodynamics while the model is in motion and the

flow field is in a dynamic state, similar to conditions

in an actual approach. Simulations of normal ap-

proaches (without thrust reversers) have indicated
only small, but discernible, differences in model aero-

dynamics measured statically and at various rates

of descent, as shown in figure 5. With thrust re-

versers or similar jet devices operating, however, the

two techniques could yield significantly different re-

sults. There are two primary reasons for the ex-

pected differences. The first is the time-dependent

(unsteady) aerodynamic effects related to the motion

of the model and the developing jet exhaust plume.
The other difference is due to the different model at-

titudes (relative to the ground plane) required to set
a particular angle of attack. The vertical component

of velocity inherent in the moving-model technique

reduces the incidence angle of the model, 0 (in com-
parison with the static test technique), necessary to

achieve a given angle of attack. This reduced in-

cidence angle changes both the impingement angle

and the impingement point of the jet on the ground

plane, resulting in distinctly different plumes in the
two test techniques.

Based on the investigations and observations in

references 1 5, and in view of the known sensitiv-

ity of powered configurations to ground boundary-

layer modeling, it appeared that conventional



ground-effectstestingtechniquesshouldbe reevalu-
ated.Themainemphasisin thepresentinvestigation
wasto determinethe effectsof rate of descentby
comparingtheresultsof currentstatictestingmeth-
odswith resultsfromadynamicprocedurein which
a modelwouldbemovedtowardan inclinedground
planeto simulaterate of descent.A secondobjec-
tive of the studywasto evaluatetheneedfor using
a moving-beltgroundplanewhentestingconfigura-
tionswith thrustreversersin windtunnels.Thepa-
rameterstudiedin this investigationwaslift coeffi-
cient.Thispaperpresentsthedetailsofthedynamic
testingtechniqueandprovidesanassessmentof the
effectsof boththemoving-beltgroundplaneandthe
movingmodelasthey influencethedevelopmentof
aerodynamicgroundeffects.

Throughoutthis paper,the term "static" refers
to resultsobtainedin the 14-by 22-FootSubsonic
Tunnelwith a stationarymodel; "dynamic"refers
to resultsobtainedin theVRF whilethemodelwas
movingovertheinclinedportionofthegroundboard
to simulaterateofdescent;and "steadystate"refers
to the resultsobtainedin the VRF whilethemodel
wasmovingat a fixedheightoverthe levelportion
of the groundboard.

Models

The first model tested was a 36-in-span, 60 ° delta

wing made from 3/8-in. clear acrylic sheet. The

leading and trailing edges were beveled to sharp

edges with a 7.5 ° half angle. A sketch of the model

is shown in figure 6. The model was supported by a

six-component strain-gauge balance mounted on the

centerline of the model, 6 in. forward of the trailing
edge. Two nonmetric axisymmetric jets were used
to simulate reverse thrust and were mounted at the

trailing edge to exhaust foward at a 45 ° angle. The

nozzle exits were 1 in. below the trailing edge of the

wing and were spaced 4 in. apart. Simple convergent

nozzles were used and are detailed in figure 7.

The other model used in the study was a 0.07-
scale F-18 model shown in figures 8 and 9. The model

was mounted on a six-component strain-gauge bal-

ance inside the fuselage, and it was equipped with
adjustable leading- and trailing-edge flaps and hori-

zontal stabilizer. Reverse thrust simulation was sup-
plied nonmetrically with a thrust reverser simulator

described in reference 6 and sketched in figure 10.

The simulator provided for variability in both longi-

tudinal reverser angle and splay angle (the angle that

the jets are inclined spanwise). The jet was directed
by honeycomb inserts embedded in the plenum box

cover plate. Different plates directed the jets at dif-

ferent angles.

Test Facilities and Procedures

The same models, support systems, and air lines

were tested first in the Langley Vortex Research

Facility (VRF) and then in the Langley 14- by 22-
Foot Subsonic Tunnel. The models were tested at

several rates of descent, forward speeds, and thrust

reverser settings.

The Vortex Research Facility (fig. 11) at the
Langley Research Center was modified for the

present study by installing a 150-ft-long ground

plane assembly approximately in the center of the

test section. The models were suspended on a

variable-length strut extending from the bottom of

the gasoline-engine-powered cart. The strut sup-

ported the model, sting, and air line assembly as well

as the instrumentation. It also provided a means for

adjusting the minimum height over the level portion

of the ground board. Angle of attack was changed
by pitching the entire strut, sting, and model assem-

bly at the point where the strut was attached to the

cart. Velocity was controlled by a cruise control sys-
tem on the cart. High-pressure air bottles on the cart

provided compressed air for the jets. The ground

board consisted of two parts: a ramp that was in-

clined upward 4° for a distance of 100 ft, followed
by a horizontal section that extended for an addi-

tional 50 ft. As the model moved horizontally over
the inclined portion, the height of the model above

the ground board decreased, thereby simulating an

approach along a glide slope of 4 °. Rate of descent

was dependent on the test velocity as given by the

equation

: V_ tan 4 °

After moving across the ramp, the model passed over
the horizontal section to simulate rollout or constant

altitude flight. (See fig. 12.) In the VRF, 24 channels

of data are transmitted from the cart through a mod-

ulated laser to a photoreceptor and a mass storage

unit. The channels are sampled at a rate of 111 sps
for nearly 30 sec. The data are then converted to

engineering units using a Hewlett-Packard HP 1000
A900 computer. For more information on the data

acquisition in the VRF see reference 7.

The static ground effects of the models were mea-

sured in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel,
which has a suction ground boundary-layer removal

system and a relatively large test section, as illus-

trated in figure 13. The boundary-layer removal sys-

tem is located at the beginning of the test section

and is followed by a moving-belt ground plane which

is used to minimize boundary-layer development in

the test section. The models were supported from
the aft bay of the test section and extended into the

front bay over the moving-belt ground plane. Angle
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of attackwascontrolledby pitchingthe stingand
theverticalstrut,andheightwaschangedbydriving
the entiresupportsystemvertically. Angleof at-
tackwasmeasuredby anaccelerometerinstalledon
the model,andheightwascomputedfrom readings
obtainedby encoderson the supportsystem.The
datain the14-by 22-FootSubsonicTunnelaretime-
averagedover a period of 4 see for eachdata
point. Tile samplerate is 5 sps,resultingin 20-
sampleaverages.Dataacquisitionprocessingiscon-
trolledthroughtheModCompClassic7863computer
systemin thefacility.

Instrumentation and Error

Forces and moments were measured with a six-

component strain gauge balance (NASA LaRC

FF09). For the component used in this investigation,

the error range on each model was as follows:

C, L = ±0.0027

for the delta wing model, and

CL = +0.0033

for the F-18 model. These ranges are based on

tile results of a special calibration of the balance,
which showed a normal force error of +0.1 percent
of the full-scale calibrated load of 100 lb. The axial

force error used was that typically quoted for NASA

balances, ±0.5 percent of full scale.

Jet total temperatures were measured in iron-

constantan thermocouples located approxi,nately

6.5 ft upstream of the nozzle exits. Iron-constantan

thermocouples have a possible error, based on the

manufacturer's specifications, of +I.I°C, which con-

verts to +1.98°R. In addition, a calibration of the

wire and sensing unit indicated an error of +0.6°R,
giving a total system error of +2.58°R.

.let exit total pressures were statically calibrated

against total pressure measurements taken at a point

approximately 2.33 ft upstream of the nozzle exits

by using two CEC Model 4-312 pressure transducers,

each having a total range of 100 psi. During these cal-
ibrations, nozzle exit pressures were measured on a

±20 psid Mensor pressure transducer. After calibra-

tion relationships were established, the total-pressure

probes were removed from the nozzles and exit total

pressures were computed from the upstream mea-
surements. The error on the CEC transducers is

±0.75 percent of the full-scale range, according to

the manufacturer, or +0.75 psi. The Mensor pres-
sure transducer has an accuracy of +0.04 percent of

fllll scale or +0.008 psi.

Sting accelerations were measured using Setra

Systems +15g linear accelerometers calibrated over

a range of +lg. In the test section, during the cruise

portion of the runs, +lg was sufficient to encompass

the accelerations of the vibrating model. The Setra

Systems accelerometers have a manufacturer's speci-

fied accuracy of :t:1 percent of full scale; however, the
results of an in-house calibration of the accelerome-

ters indicate they have an accuracy of +0.1 percent

of full scale over the range of -t-lg, or +0.001g. Cart
accelerations were not used in data analysis. The de-
tails of how these accelerations were used to remove

the inertial loads from the balance data are given in

appendix A.

Velocity was measured at one point in the test

section by using a laser beam shining across the path

of the vehicle. A 1-if-long plate on the nose of the

vehicle cut the beam as the cart passed the laser

position; the time that the beam was interrupted

was used to compute the velocity of the vehicle at
that point. This was correlated to the rotation rate

of a wheel on the cart as it passed that point in
the test section. This correlation was then used

to compute vehicle speed from wheel rotation rate

for all other points in the run. Integration of the

velocity channel over the entire length of the test

section for all runs indicated a total system error
of the integrated velocity measurement of +5 ft in

500 ft, or +1 percent in the velocity measurement.

To determine the position of the model in the

facility at each point, the velocity channel was in-
tegrated forward and aft from one known location

in the middle of the test section. This procedure is

detailed in appendix B.

Relative humidity and temperature were mea-
sured with a General Eastern Instruments Model

400E relative humidity and temperature indica-

tor. Humidity was measured with a sulfonated

polystyrene resistance grid having an accuracy of

+3 percent and a hysteresis of =t=3percent, according

to the manufacturer's specifications. The tempera-

ture sensor was a ceramic-enclosed platinum resis-
tance element used in a three-wire resistance tem-

perature device having an accuracy of d=l°R.

Results

Because of the exploratory nature of this first en-

try into the VRF, limited run matrices were executed
with each model. Tables I and II define the condi-
tions tested.

Ground proximity has a measurable effect on

many aspects of the performance of a configuration.

In this investigation the criterion used in monitoring
ground effects was the change in lift coefficient. As



a result,all dataareplotted asthe changein lift
coefficientversusgroundheight.

60 ° Delta Wing

The results of tests on the 60 ° delta wing are

presented in figures 14 21 in terms of the change in

lift coefficient due to ground proximity relative to the

lift coeffÉcient measured at the highest model height

common to all three test techniques. Each figure

shows the ground effects measured on the moving
model at one rate of descent and those measured in

the wind tunnel over both the fixed and the moving

ground plane. The moving-model results for the
delta wing were obtained at a nominal sink rate of

6.3 ft/sec.

For the power-off case at low angle of attack

(fig. 14) there are virtually no differences in measured

ground effects between the different test techniques.

However, when the thrust reversers were operated

(fig. 15) the results were quite different. At NPR =
1.8 the static data indicate maximum lift occurred at

about h/b = 0.75 when testing without the moving-

belt ground plane. Eliminating the ground boundary

layer by using the moving-belt ground plane delayed

this peak until h/b = 0.6. In sharp contrast to the
static test data, the moving-model data from the

VRF indicate that lift continued to increase down to

the minimum ground height of h/b = 0.25 and not
until the model was over the horizontal portion of the

ground board for some time did lift begin to decrease.
It is not known why the steady state results from the
VRF do not match the static data obtained in the

wind tunnel over the moving-belt ground plane.

Increasing thrust to NPR = 2.0 showed no further
differences in the data trends, as can be seen in

figure 16. There was a net loss in lift for the VRF
steady state results at h/b = 0.25 for this power

setting, indicating that "suckdown" effect is greater
than for NPR = 1.8, as would be expected.

The power-off data obtained at an angle of attack
of 10° are shown in figure 17 and are relatively con-

sistent among the three test procedures. The effect

of power shown in figures 18 and 19 is essentially the
same as was measured for a = 1.5 °.

The moving-model results show that there was

a large delay in the onset of lift loss measured in
the VRF relative to the wind-tunnel results. This

is primarily due to the differences in the thrust
reverser flow fields generated by the two techniques

(illustrated in fig. 4). This characteristic will be seen

to persist to some degree in all subsequent data.
For c_ : 14 °, the static ground effects measured in

the wind tunnel with power off became evident at a

relatively large h/b, greater than 1.0, with or without

the moving-belt ground plane in operation (fig. 20).

In the VRF, however, the power-off ground effects

measured with the moving-model technique did not

become apparent until a much lower h/b of about
0.5 had been reached. The steady state VRF data

obtained over the horizontal portion of the ground

board, however, did correlate well with the static
wind-tunnel data. Similar results were obtained in

the study reported in reference 5, which shows good
correlation between wind-tunnel data and constant

altitude flyover tests of a non-thrust reversing delta

wing aircraft. The effect of ground proximity at NPR

: 2.0 (fig. 21) was similar to the effects observed at
lower angles of attack but was more pronounced. The

steady state lift loss was much less than was observed

in the wind tunnel, and the dynamic ground effects

resulted in a lift increase down to h/b = 0.42.

F-18

For the F-18 model, a nominal sink rate of

7.0 ft/sec was used. It is also important to note
that many times it was not possible to test in the

wind tunnel at great heights because of support sys-
tem limitations. For these cases the increments in

lift coefficient have been referenced to the values

at the maximum height for which data were ob-

tained by all three techniques. Note also that the

moving-model data were obtained at a lower mini-

mum ground height than the wind-tunnel data; how-

ever, the steady-state VRF data usually correlate
well with the lift loss that would be expected to occur

in the wind-tunnel results were they extrapolated to

the lower height.
The results from the 0.07-scale F-18 show trends

similar to those observed for the 60 ° delta wing model

test. However, the ground effect on the F-18 was
smaller and less sensitive to rate of descent. This is

attributed, primarily, to two basic differences in the

configurations. Because the thrust reversers were lo-
cated well behind the wing on the F-18 in compar-

ison with the delta wing, their influence on ground

effects was less. (Note the difference in scale between

the delta wing data and the F-18 data.) The higher

aspect ratio wing of the F-18 also reduces its sen-

sitivity to rate-of-descent modeling, as discussed in
reference 4. These smaller increments in the aerody-

namic coefficients make the quoted balance inaccura-

cies significant in the F-18 results; however, because
of the consistency of the data trends, the following
conclusions drawn from the data are considered to

be valid

Throughout the discussion of the F-18 results, the

term "clean configuration" refers to the model con-

dition in which the leading- and trailing-edge flaps,
as well as the horizontal stabilizer, were undeflected.

The term "high-lift configuration" describes the
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situation in whichthe leading-edgeflapswerede-
flected25°, thetrailing-edgefapsweredeflected20°,
andthehorizontalstabilizerwasdeflected-10°. The
rudderswerenotdeflectedfor anyof theruns.

As shownin figure22, all thre" *evhni-suesin-
dicatednegligiblegroundeffectsat a = 1.5° when
the thrust reverserswerenot operating. However,
at NPR= 1.45(fig. 23)and 1.95(fig. 24),the on-
setof lift lossoccurredat lowergroundheightsfor
themoving-modelVRF techniquethanfor thewind-
tumleltechniques.

Asnotedpreviously,thethrustreversersimulator
usedwith the F-18incorporatesprovisionfor vary-
ing the splayangleof the reverserjets. Figure25
presentsthe data for the reverserjets deflected40°
outwardtowardthewingtips.Whenthesedataare
comparedwith figure23,it isapparentthat blowing
spanwiseavoidstheseverelift lossexperiencedwhen
blowingforwardparallel to the modelcenterline.
Thisresulthasbeennotedbeforein thrust reverser
testingandisexplainedin reference8. Alsonotethat
thesteadystatedata takenwith the movingmodel
seemto be in generalagreementwith anextrapola-
tion of the windtunnelto h/b = 0.18. This was an
expected result because the steady state VRF data

and the wind-tunnel data taken over the moving-belt

ground plane are both measurements taken with no

rate of descent and no ground boundary layer. As

stated earlier, it is not understood why these data

did not correlate better in the delta wing test.

Data obtained with the leading- and trailing-edge
flaps deflected are illustrated in figures 26 28. With

the model unpowered and at a low angle of attack,

all three techniques produced very similar ground ef-

fects, as can be seen in figure 26. At NPR = 2.0

(fig. 27) the ground effect trends were similar to

the previously discussed case with undeflected flaps.

That is, lift loss associated with close ground proxim-

ity was delayed with the moving model as compared
with the conventional tests. When thrust reverser

power was increased to NPR = 2.5, the moving-belt

wind-tunnel data are in fairly good agreement with

VRF results, as seen in figure 28. This would indi-

cate that the time-dependent effect is a function of

the time necessary for the plume to develop in front

of the nlodel. High-powered jets penetrate further

and stagnate on the floor at higher ground heights

than low-powered jets. Once the jet stagnates it will

separate into a forward-moving wall jet and an aft-

moving wall jet. The forward-moving wall jet then
develops into the plume that affects the model aero-

dynamics. Very high-powered jets can penetrate the

flow field better and begin the formation of the plume

sooner, perhaps masking the effect of sink rate. This

suggests that there is an upper bound to the need

for this type of testing. In the limit, an aircraft that

lands at a very low rate of descent and high power

setting (such as a iIarrier or any other vertical land-

ing aircraft) would probably not benefit much from

modeling the rate of descent.

At a = 8.4 ° and NPR = 1.5, the data of figure 29

show the typical delayed suckdown in the VRF as

compared with static wind-tunnel results. On the

other hand, results at NPR = 2.5 (fig. 30) show
good agreement among all three techniques in the

value of h/b for maximum lift increase, as was noted
earlier at a high power setting. It should be noted,

however, that the level of maximum lift increments
were not well matched between the wind-tunnel and
VRF data.

Concluding Remarks

The moving-model technique shows significantly
different ground effects than those measured from

conventional wind-tunnel ground effects testing. It

was found that the F-18 was considerably less sensi-

tive to rate-of-descent modeling than was the delta

wing, indicating that the effects of that parameter

are strongly configuration dependent. The implica-

tions of the results obtained appear to be especially

significant for short takeoff and landing configura-

tions with thrust reversers. Moving models having
no thrust simulation showed small, but different, lev-

els of ground effects than those measured by conven-

tional static wind-tunnel tests. On the other hand,

models with thrust reversers exhibit dramatically dif-

ferent trends in the aerodynamics associated with

ground effects. The data also show that, while the

use of a moving-belt ground plane can improve the

correlation of static ground effects data somewhat,

the results are still considerably different from those
measured on a moving model.

In this limited exploratory investigation the prob-
lem of scaling the results of the dynamic test tech-

nique to full scale was not addressed. However, for

this method to be useful in obtaining aerodynamic

design data, that problem must eventually be ad-

dressed. As a first step in doing so, a further study

should investigate the effect of varying rate of descent

and jet velocity over a wider range and correlate the

results with a flight test program.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
December 6, 1988
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Appendix A

Special Corrections

An inherent problem with moving-model testing

is that model motion caused by vibrations of the cart

and strut will contaminate the balance aerodynamic
force data with inertial loads and loads due to aero-

dynamic damping. These loads must be removed

from the balance output in order to identify the aero-

dynamic data contained in the balance output. The
strut and cart were therefore instrumented with sev-

eral accelerometers to measure the vertical and lat-

eral accelerations of the sting and the vertical, lat-

eral, and longitudinal accelerations of the cart near

the strut connection point. The velocities necessary

to compute the damping loads were computed by in-

tegrating the accelerometer outputs. Early analysis
of the data showned the damping terms to be consid-

erably smaller than the inertial terms and extremely

difficult to estimate, so they were not removed from

the data. Evidence also indicates (refs. 9 and 10)

that the lift on oscillating airfoils cannot be accu-

rately predicted based only on angle of attack and

a static lift curve slope, making the calculation of

instantaneous lift loads even more complicated.

As a first-order approximation of the inertial

loads, the total mass of the model and all mount-
ing hardware on the model side of the balance strain

gauges was multiplied by the measured vertical ac-

celeration of the sting. The resulting loads were then

subtracted from the normal force outputs of the bal-

ance to obtain the aerodynamic normal force acting
on the model.

According to reference 11, it was necessary to fil-

ter the data before digitizing it in order to avoid

contamination of the sampled data with unwanted
higher frequencies. This contamination is referred to

as aliasing. The data, sampled at roughly 111 sps,

therefore required filtering to at least 50 Hz. The

highest frequency filters available for this system

were 10 Hz filters, so the data were obtained con-

taining frequencies up to 10 Hz. When looking for

time-dependent effects, it is desirable to have the

data as unfiltered as possible to avoid phase shift-
ing or smoothing over the rapid aerodynamic effects

associated with phenomena such as separation and

suckdown. Therefore, beyond the necessary filtering

to 10 Hz and the removal of the inertial loads, the

data were faired by hand. An example of this process

is illustrated in figure 31.



Appendix B

Cart Position Calibration

In previous tests in the VRF, it was not critical

that the cart position be precisely known. When a

ground board was installed in the VRF, however, this

became necessary because h/b is a function of cart

position. Previously, the system had a maximum

error of 1 ft. That converts to an h/b error of

{}.023 (for a 3-ft-span model) over the inclined portion
of the ground board. This was determined to be

unacceptable for these tests.

To minimize this error, a linearly increasing volt-
age source was installed on the vehicle and was mon-

itored through one of the data channels. When the

vehicle passed a known position in the test section,

the voltage source was triggered and began to in-
crease linearly from a starting level of zero volts.
The rate of increase was such that the level would

not achieve its full-scale value of 10 V in tess than

0.00899 sec, the period of time between data sam-

ples at the VRF. The first nonzero reading on that

channel, therefore, indicated precisely how long after
the vehicle had passed the trigger that the channel

was sampled. By knowing the exact trigger position,
the position of the vehicle could then be calculated

precisely for one point in the middle of the test sec-

tion. Forward and backward integration from that

point of the velocity channel gave all other positions.

To calibrate the device and ensure that it in-

creased linearly, its input (trigger signal) and outputs

were recorded on an FM tape recorder (operating at
15 ips) and played back onto an oscillograph recorder.

By monitoring the trigger signal it was shown that,

statically, the device had no detectable time delay be-

tween triggering and the onset of output rise. It was

found that the output was very linear and increased

at a rate of 932.7 V/sec over the first 0.00899 sec.
Therefore, it would not reach the full scale 10 V in
less than 0.00899 sec.

Once the voltage ramp system was installed in

the vehicle, another element of the system was cali-

brated. This calibration was to determine the delay
time, at actual testing velocities, between the vehicle

passing the trigger location and the trigger signal ac-

tually reaching the voltage ramp device. A photocell
was placed on the vehicle such that it would be illu-

minated by a laser the moment the cart reached the

trigger location in the test section. Monitoring the

output of the photocell and the input to the voltage
ramp device on an FM tape recorder (operating at

15 ips) showed a time delay of 0.0050 sec to be in the
system because of the action of the switch. This was

taken into account when computing vehicle position.
It should also be noted that the reaction time of the

photocell was on the order of 10 -9 sec (according to

the manufacturer's specifications) and was therefore
considered to be instantaneous.
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Table I. Test Conditions for the 60 ° Delta Wing Model

c_, deg NPR Figure

1.5

1.5

1.5

10.0
10.0

10.0

14.0

14.0

1.0

1.8

2.0

1.0

1.6

2.0
1.0

2.0

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

Table II. Test Conditions for the F-18 Model

c_, deg NPR Splay, deg Configuration Figure

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5
8.4

8.4

1.0

1.45

1.95

1.5
1.0

2.0

2.5
1.5

2.5

0

0

0

40

0

0

0
0

0

Clean

Clean

Clean

Clean

High lift

High lift

High lift

High lift

High lift

22

23

24

25
26

27

28

29

30
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Figure 1. Criteria established in reference 1 for determining the need for a moving-belt ground plane.
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Figure 2. Ground effect on the longitudinal aerodynamics of a powered-lift configuration, a = 0 °, 6f = 45 °.
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Figure 3. Static, dynamic, and flight test data from an XB-70 at _ = 9.3 °.
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Figure 4. Schematic of dynamic and steady state ground effects.
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Figure 5. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60° delta wing at a = 10°, NPR = 1.0, and several

rates of descent.
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Figure 6. Sketch of the 60 ° delta wing mounted on the VRF strut. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 7. Cross section and relative position of the convergent nozzle used in the 60° delta wing test.
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Figure 8. Sketch of the F-18 model tested including some critical dimensions (in inches).
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Figure 10. Sketch of the thrust reverser simulator used in the F-18 tests.
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the VRF.
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Figure 12. Model passing through the test section in the VRF.
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Figure 13. Sketch of the test section in the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel. Dimensions are in feet.
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Figure 14. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60° delta wing at c_= 1.5° and NPR = 1.0.
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Figure 15. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60 ° delta wing at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 1.8.
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Figure 16. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60 ° delta wing at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 2.0.
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Figure 17. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60 ° delta wing at a = 10° and NPR = 1.0.
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Figure 18. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60° delta wing at a = 10° and NPR = 1.6.
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Figure 19. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60° delta wing at a = 10° and NPR = 2.0.
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Figure 20. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60 ° delta wing at a = 14° and NPR = 1.0.
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Figure 21. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of a 60 ° delta wing at e = 14° and NPR = 2.0.
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Figure 22. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at e = 1.5 ° and NPR = 1.0. Clean
configuration.
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Figure 23. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 1.5° and NPR = 1.45. Clean
configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 24. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 1.95. Clean
configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 25. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at e = 1.5 ° and NPR = 1.5. Clean

configuration; jets splayed at 40 ° .
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Figure 26. Effect of model height on the lift, coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 1.0. High-lift
configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 27. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 2.0. High-lift
configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 28. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 1.5 ° and NPR = 2.5. High-lift
configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 29. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at a = 8.4 ° and NPR = 1.5. High-lift

configuration; jets unsplayed.
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Figure 30. Effect of model height on the lift coefficient of an F-18 model at _ = 8.4 ° and NPR = 2.5. High-lift

configuration; jets unsplayed.
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